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A B S T R A C T

Popularity bias is an undesirable phenomenon associated with recommendation algorithms
where popular items tend to be suggested over long-tail ones, even if the latter would be
of reasonable interest for individuals. Such intrinsic tendencies of the recommenders may
lead to producing ranked lists, in which items are not equally covered along the popularity
tail. Although some recent studies aim to detect such biases of traditional algorithms and
treat their effects on recommendations, the concept of popularity bias remains elusive for
group recommender systems. Therefore, in this study, we focus on investigating popularity
bias from the view of group recommender systems, which aggregate individual preferences to
achieve recommendations for groups of users. We analyze various state-of-the-art aggregation
techniques utilized in group recommender systems regarding their bias towards popular items.
To counteract possible popularity issues in group recommendations, we adapt a traditional
re-ranking approach that weighs items inversely proportional to their popularity within a
group. Also, we propose a novel popularity bias mitigation procedure that re-ranks items by
incorporating their popularity level and estimated group ratings in two distinct strategies. The
first one aims to penalize popular items during the aggregation process highly and avoids
bias better, while the second one puts more emphasis on group ratings than popularity and
achieves a more balanced performance regarding conflicting goals of mitigating bias and
boosting accuracy. Experiments performed on four real-world benchmark datasets demonstrate
that both strategies are more efficient than the adapted approach, and empowering aggregation
techniques with one of these strategies significantly decreases their bias towards popular items
while maintaining reasonable ranking accuracy.

. Introduction

With recent advances in the Web technology, individuals are getting more encouraged to utilize digital platforms for performing
heir daily routines such as listening to music,1 booking a hotel,2 shopping,3 and watching movies.4 However, users are usually not
ble to find relevant products/services due to a vast and continuously growing amount of options in such systems, which is referred to
s the information overload problem (Bawden & Robinson, 2020). Recommender systems (RSs) focus mainly on discovering engaging
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content by filtering out irrelevant data (Shambour, 2021). Thus, they improve the usability and attraction of the system by supporting
the decision-making process of users.

Traditional RSs aim to satisfy individual users by producing referrals reflecting their tastes and interests. Nevertheless, individuals
re inclined to experience particular activities with familiar people (e.g., traveling with friends (Nguyen & Ricci, 2017), watching
ovies with family members (Agarwal et al., 2017)) or compelled to act together with a community in some cases such as commuting

y public transport (Van Lierop et al., 2018). Group recommender systems (GRSs) have been introduced as more complicated
ecommendation mechanisms for providing recommendations satisfying communities rather than individual users and recently
tilized in many different application domains such as music (Kim & El Saddik, 2015), movies (Castro et al., 2017; Yalcin et al.,
021), touristic activities (Christensen et al., 2016), and so on. These systems provide group recommendations based on the group
rofiles reflecting the group members’ tendencies and characteristics as a whole. In general, such group profiles are constructed
y utilizing various algebraic approaches, termed aggregation techniques, combining group members’ preferences or individual
ecommendations Masthoff (2015), Seo et al. (2018). Such techniques are crucial for estimating accurate group preferences and
irectly influence the provided group recommendations’ quality.

Recommendation algorithms are intrinsically trained on user preferences distributed nonuniformly among items, as a high
umber of users evaluate particular items while other items receive only a few ratings. Such phenomenon orients utilized algorithms
o feature popular items more than niche (i.e., non-popular) ones (Abdollahpouri et al., 2017; Park & Tuzhilin, 2008). Thus, favorite
tems gain more visibility in the produced recommendation lists, which further boosts their consumption rate by individuals (Boratto
t al., 2021). On the other hand, niche items involved in the long-tail, especially those recently included in the system, cannot get
he deserved attention, even when they would be of reasonable interest. Such inherent prejudice of recommender systems is also
eferred to as the popularity bias problem and leads to "the rich get richer" impact in favor of a few popular items (Kamishima et al.,
014). In recent years, scrutinizing the issues of popularity bias caused by recommendation algorithms (Abdollahpouri et al., 2019a;
oratto et al., 2019; Jannach et al., 2016) and mitigating its adverse effects on recommendations (Boratto et al., 2021; Kamishima
t al., 2014) have been getting more attention.

Although a few GRSs employ pre-defined user groups, it is a fact that groups of users having similar tastes are generally
utomatically identified using a traditional clustering algorithm (Boratto & Carta, 2015; Yalcin & Bilge, 2021). Since such clustering
lgorithms calculate similarities among users by considering the set of co-rated items, only the users submitting votes for the same
tems are discovered to be similar; hence, they are assigned into the same group. Such group construction method leads to having user
roups where rating counts become imbalanced towards co-rated items that orient aggregation techniques become prone to feature
uch items in group recommendations, leading to the popularity bias problem. Also, respected group members usually influence other
ndividuals in decision-making, as groups consist of users having similar interests and social relationships, by its nature (Barzegar
ozari & Koohi, 2020). Therefore popular items become more and more consumed by group members, as individuals can be easily
anipulated by other members’ opinions on favored items. Thus, it can be concluded that GRSs are inherently vulnerable against
opularity bias issues as they operate on a smaller and highly similar set of users compared to traditional recommenders. However,
he popularity bias concept, its effects on GRS outputs, and how to mitigate these effects are not considered in the literature.

Keeping in mind that the aggregation techniques are the fundamental components in GRSs (Seo et al., 2018; Yalcin et al., 2021),
opularity bias problems originate from group ratings estimated by these techniques. Therefore, in this study, we examine prominent
raditional aggregation techniques regarding the popularity bias caused by them and propose novel mitigation methods for possible
opularity issues in group recommendation scenarios. The main contributions of this study are summarized in the following.

1. We provide a comprehensive analysis of standard aggregation techniques in terms of the level of the popularity bias they may
lead to in produced group recommendation lists. To this end, we consider the most prominent eight aggregation techniques
to investigate their effects on popularity bias.

2. We adopt an efficient popularity-debiasing approach developed for conventional recommendation algorithms (Abdollahpouri
et al., 2018) and propose its adapted version suitable for group recommendation scenarios. More specifically, this adapted
method incorporates each item’s popularity rate and the calculated group ratings for them in a straightforward way to re-rank
the produced recommendation lists for groups.

3. We propose two enhanced re-ranking procedures to overcome some shortcomings of the adapted method in the combination
of the popularity rates and the group ratings. These methods follow more robust combination strategies to mitigate the
popularity bias effects in aggregation and improve the quality of the group recommendations.

The rest of the study is organized as follows: The next section explains the baseline aggregation techniques used for group
ecommendations and analyzes them according to their combining strategies. Section 3 presents a literature summary of well-known
RSs and some prominent studies related to popularity bias in traditional recommender systems. Section 4 introduces both the
odified approach and the proposed two popularity-debiasing procedures for group recommendations, and the following section
resents experimental studies, including obtained results and gained insights. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and gives
nformation about our future research directions.

. Background on utilized aggregation techniques

GRSs are enhanced recommendation mechanisms suggesting appropriate items for groups of users sharing similar interests,
2

ather than individuals (Masthoff, 2015). Also, it is common to utilize group recommendation strategies to overcome potential
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Table 1
A user–item matrix to illustrate the aggregation techniques.

𝑖1 𝑖2 𝑖3 𝑖4 𝑖5
𝑢1 ⟂ 8 ⟂ 3 9
𝑢2 ⟂ 6 8 ⟂ 3
𝑢3 2 7 ⟂ ⟂ 3
𝑢4 4 ⟂ ⟂ 5 6

Table 2
Group ratings by the Avg, Mul, AU and AwM techniques.

𝑖1 𝑖2 𝑖3 𝑖4 𝑖5
Avg 3 6 8 4 5.25
Mul 8 336 8 15 486
AU 6 21 8 8 21
AwM – 7 8 – –

cost or context problems that may appear in individual recommendations (Baltrunas et al., 2010; Boratto & Carta, 2015). Here,
the main aim is to consider a set of users having similar interests as a whole and provide group recommendations for them, rather
than attempting to generate recommendations individually (Seo et al., 2018; Yalcin et al., 2021). Such group recommendations are
generally provided based on the group profiles generated by combining the group members’ preferences to end up having group
preferences on items. This task is commonly accomplished utilizing a proper aggregation approach (Seo et al., 2018).

Although various modern aggregation approaches have been developed in recent years, they often rely on some traditional
ggregation techniques due to their efficiency (Yalcin et al., 2021). In other words, such traditional techniques are usually utilized
s the core of these approaches to estimate convenient group preferences and produce qualified group recommendations. More
pecifically, these techniques are typically classified into three main categories depending on their combining strategies, which are
xplained in detail below (Felfernig et al., 2018). We consider the most prominent aggregation techniques for each strategy in this
tudy to examine how the combining strategy leads to popularity bias in group recommendations. To illustrate how these techniques
ork, we also provide an example user–item matrix in Table 2, including preferences of a group with four members for five items
n a ten-star rating scale. Here, ⟂ indicates the unrated items by the members.

onsensus-based strategy: The aggregation techniques following a consensus-based strategy determine group ratings by taking into
account the preferences of all members in the group, which leads to providing a consensus among members. Such techniques are
effective and easy to implement, as they utilize basic arithmetic operations such as averaging, multiplication, and addition. The most
popular examples using this strategy are Average (Avg) (Barzegar Nozari & Koohi, 2020; Wang et al., 2019; Zhiwen et al., 2005),
Multiplicative (Mul) (Christensen & Schiaffino, 2011), Additive Utilitarian (AU) (Boratto et al., 2016; McCarthy, 2002; Yalcin et al.,
2021), and Average without Misery (AwM) (Chao et al., 2005; Yalcin & Bilge, 2020).

More specifically, the Avg determines a group rating for an item by estimating the average of group members’ preferences for the
corresponding item. On the other hand, the Mul calculates individual ratings’ multiplication, while the AU sum up them to achieve
group ratings. As a variant of the Avg technique, the AwM does not calculate an average score for the items received a rating below
a pre-defined threshold from at least one group member; thus, it evaluates such items as not recommendable, disregarding them
in aggregating. According to the user–item matrix given in Table 1, group ratings estimated by these techniques are presented in
Table 2. Here, the threshold value for the AwM technique is selected as 6.

Majority-based strategy: The aggregation techniques using a majority-based strategy focus on featuring popular items among group
embers. The most prominent example of majority-based techniques are Approval Voting (AV) (Boratto et al., 2016; Seo et al., 2018;
alcin et al., 2021) and Borda Count (BC) (Felfernig et al., 2018). More specifically, the AV technique determines the group rating

or an item by counting how many times it is rated with a score above a pre-defined threshold from members of the group. In other
ords, it disregards the ratings that are below the threshold during the aggregation process. To grasp how the AV technique works,
e present an example in Table 3, where the threshold value is selected as 6.

On the other hand, the BC performs the aggregation process by considering the items’ rankings rather than the number of votes
hey received. Concretely, this technique first scores the items based on each member’s ranking results in the group. (i.e., items get
ranking score in ascending order where the item having the lowest rating gets the rank of 0). Then, it sums up such assigned

cores to achieve ultimate group ratings for items. We provide an example in Table 4 to show how UL works in practice based on
he ratings given in Table 1.

orderline strategy: It addresses the aggregation techniques that consider only a subset of ratings provided by members of the group.
he most well-known techniques following this strategy are Least Misery (LM) (Christensen & Schiaffino, 2011; O’Connor et al.,
001) and Most Pleasure (MP) (Ahmad et al., 2017; Boratto et al., 2016). Specifically, the LM selects the lowest rating given by
embers in the group, while the MP selects the highest rating to reach group ratings. Table 5 presents group ratings estimated by
3

he LM and MP techniques according to the preferences given in Table 1.
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Table 3
Group ratings by the AV technique.

𝑖1 𝑖2 𝑖3 𝑖4 𝑖5
AV 0 2 1 0 1

Table 4
Group ratings by the BC technique.

𝑖1 𝑖2 𝑖3 𝑖4 𝑖5
𝑢1 ⟂ 1 ⟂ 0 2
𝑢2 ⟂ 1 2 ⟂ 0
𝑢3 0 2 ⟂ ⟂ 1
𝑢4 0 ⟂ ⟂ 1 2

𝐵𝐶 0 4 2 1 5

Table 5
Group ratings by the LM and MP technique.

𝑖1 𝑖2 𝑖3 𝑖4 𝑖5
LM 2 6 8 3 3
MP 4 8 8 5 9

3. Related work

This study builds on and relates to literature from GRSs and popularity bias in personalized recommendations; therefore, we
ivide this section into two parts reviewing some prominent GRSs and introducing existing researches that consider issues of
opularity bias.

.1. Group recommender systems (GRSs)

Over the past twenty years, many GRSs have been proposed for different scenarios in various application domains such as
ovies (Barzegar Nozari & Koohi, 2020; Castro et al., 2018; O’Connor et al., 2001; Quijano-Sanchez et al., 2011), music (Chao

t al., 2005; Christensen & Schiaffino, 2011; Crossen et al., 2002; McCarthy & Anagnost, 2000; Zhiwen et al., 2005), touristic
ttractions (Ardissono et al., 2003; Jameson, 2004; McCarthy et al., 2006), and restaurants (McCarthy, 2002). Since there is no
ingle aggregation technique that achieves superior performance in all application scenarios, the aggregation techniques utilized in
uch systems to generate group recommendations usually differ (Seo et al., 2018).

PolyLens (O’Connor et al., 2001) is introduced as an extension of the well-known MovieLens to provide movie recommendations
o user groups instead of individual users. This system employs the LM technique to aggregate individual preferences for movies.
nother example of GRS in the domain of movie is HappyMovie (Quijano-Sanchez et al., 2011), which is developed as a Facebook
pplication and utilizes the Avg and LM as aggregation techniques. More specifically, it produces recommendations for users’ groups
y considering trust among users in the group and their interests in the domain. The NNMG (Castro et al., 2018) is another approach
roviding movie recommendations for user groups, where the AVG and LM techniques are used for combining both produced
ecommendations and individual preferences. This system aims to find out the natural noise existing in group members’ preferences
nd eliminate its adverse effects on the recommendations. Also, IBGR (Barzegar Nozari & Koohi, 2020) and TruGRC (Wang et al.,
019) are enhanced GRSs providing movie recommendations for groups by utilizing the Avg during the aggregation process. More
pecifically, the IBGR focuses on determining group members’ influence on each other by considering trust and similarity among
embers and then utilize them to weight individual preferences while constructing the group profiles. Like the IBGR, the TruGRC

onsiders the social relationships based on trust among members and incorporates them into the aggregation process.
MusicFX (McCarthy & Anagnost, 2000) is a smart platform that picks the radio station for exercise music for a group of people

t a gym using the probabilities of favorite music genres of users as a whole. Such probabilities are estimated using the AwM
echnique; thus, it considers only genres where all user preferences are above a threshold. Another popular GRS in the music domain
s FlyTrap (Crossen et al., 2002) that produces a virtual DJ to recommend a playlist for users in a particular room. To this end, the
irtual DJ exposes users’ musical preferences and combines them with some background knowledge, such as the transitions between
ongs and interrelation between music genres. This combination is performed by utilizing a variant of the AV technique. Also,
MovieGroupRecommender and jMusicGroupRecommender (Christensen & Schiaffino, 2011) are introduced as the entertainment
RSs to provide group recommendations for movies and music, respectively. Both of them include several recommendation
pproaches where Avg, Mul, and LM are utilized in harmony. Finally, Adaptive In-Vehicle Multimedia System (Zhiwen et al., 2005)
nd Adaptive Radio (Chao et al., 2005) are other salient examples of GRSs in the domain of music, and the Avg technique is opted
or constructing group profiles in both of them.

Pocket Restaurant Finder (McCarthy, 2002) is a GRS recommending a sequence of restaurants for user groups. In this system,
4

ndividuals’ preferences for location and food (e.g., the type of cuisine, price, and taste) are combined by utilizing the AU technique.
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Also INTRIGUE (Ardissono et al., 2003), TDF (Jameson, 2004), and CATS (Ardissono et al., 2003) are some prominent GRSs in the
context of tourism activities. Specifically, INTRIGUE produces a list of suggested touristic attractions for guided tours based on
tour participants’ characteristics in favor of disabled and children. On the other hand, TDF supports the decision-making process
of a group of people planning to go on a holiday together by recommending an attractive destination. CATS suggests best-suited
ski-packages for a group of people by considering their demands and needs. Finally, all of these systems, INTRIGUE, TDF, and CATS,
utilize the Avg as the aggregation technique to construct group profiles for producing group recommendations.

As can be seen from the present section, various GRSs are developed for different purposes; however, the utilized aggregation
echanisms are usually built on top of traditional aggregation techniques, which are explained in detail in the previous section.
herefore, such techniques are considered as vital components for GRSs in providing group recommendations.

.2. Popularity bias in personalized recommendations

Traditional recommender systems commonly suffer from the famous popularity bias problem, which is occurred by the tendency
f utilized algorithms on featuring popular items more than disfavored ones (Cañamares & Castells, 2018). The effects of such
phenomenon on personalized recommendations have been of interest to recent studies in recommender systems. In this sense,

he existing literature has mainly focused on analyzing the level of popularity bias caused by traditional algorithms for different
pplication domains such as movies (Abdollahpouri et al., 2019a, 2019b), music (Jannach et al., 2016; Kowald et al., 2020), tourism
ctivities (Sánchez, 2019) and online education (Boratto et al., 2019), and developing practical solutions treating its adverse effects
n the recommendations. The proposed approaches for mitigating popularity bias in personalized recommendations are usually
lassified into the three main categories, i.e., pre-processing, in-processing, and post-processing, based on how they are involved in the

recommendation process (Boratto et al., 2021).
More specifically, pre-processing approaches aim to reduce the imbalances in rating distributions by altering the data on which

algorithms are trained. For example, in Park and Tuzhilin (2008), the item set is divided into two parts, named as tail and head,
and the tail ones are clustered based on the number of received ratings. Then, the recommendations for tail items are produced
using only ratings in the corresponding cluster, while for head ones are estimated based on the ratings for individual items. The
work in Jannach et al. (2015) counteracts the popularity bias by utilizing input user–item tuples, where the observed items are
more popular than the unobserved ones. Finally, Chen et al. (2018) propose featuring the unobserved items by using a probability
distribution based on popularity.

In-processing approaches, on the other hand, focus on modifying standard algorithms to simultaneously consider popularity
and relevance, using specific constraints or performing a joint optimization. For instance, Oh et al. (2011) propose a method
that recommends tail items by evaluating the personal popularity tendency of individuals. Such tendencies are used to diversify
recommendations by reasonably penalizing favored items in the recommendation process. Kamishima et al. (2014) aim to improve
the statistical independence between produced personalized recommendations and their popularity. Also, Abdollahpouri et al. (2017)
propose the RankALS optimization algorithm that generates recommendation lists where ranking accuracy is balanced with intra-list
diversity. Hou et al. (2018) introduce a framework for personalized recommendations, which initially determine familiar neighbors
between two items with given popularity, and then prune popular ones to obtain a balanced common-neighbor similarity index.
Finally, Boratto et al. (2021) present a popularity debiasing approach that minimizes the correlation item popularity and user–item
relevance; thus, items are treated more equally along the popularity tail.

Finally, the main goal in post-processing approaches is to re-rank a recommended list or create a new one according to a
particular constraint. As an example, Abdollahpouri et al. (2018) present an approach that estimates ultimate scores by weighting
the predicted ratings by inversely proportional to the item popularity and then utilizes them to re-rank the recommendation list.
Similarly, Abdollahpouri et al. (2019) introduce the xQuad re-ranking algorithm that balances the trade-off the coverage of long-tail
tems and ranking accuracy. Finally, Jannach et al. (2015) utilize user-specific weights that are useful in balancing popularity and
anking accuracy.

Although many recent studies aim to analyze popularity bias issues and counteract its effects in personalized recommendations,
o the best of our knowledge, the popularity bias concept is not previously considered in the context of GRSs. Since the aggregation
echniques play a vital role in producing group recommendations, there is a need to examine them in terms of popularity bias and
evelop novel bias treatment methods adapted to group recommendations.

. The proposed popularity-debiasing methods for group recommendations

This section introduces an efficient popularity-debiasing method for personalized recommendations and its adapted version for
roup recommendation scenarios. Then, we present two novel approaches that combine the popularity level of items and group
atings estimated for them in two different ways to mitigate popularity bias effects in group recommendations.

.1. The Adapted Value-aware Ranking method

A common practice for counteracting popularity bias in personalized recommendations is to feature long-tail items by penalizing
he popular ones during the recommendation process. The Value-aware Ranking (VaR) Abdollahpouri et al. (2018) is an efficient
ebiasing approach following this practice by re-ranking items based on a weighting strategy. More specifically, the VaR approach
5
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initially assigns higher weights for the long-tail items while gives lesser weights to the favored ones to counterbalance bias induced
by their popularity. Such weights in this approach are estimated using the formula given in Eq. (1).

𝑤𝑖 =
1

𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑝(𝑖))
(1)

where 𝑝(𝑖) indicates the number of times that item 𝑖 has been rated by the users. Note that the VaR utilizes the log function at the
denominator to limit the range of 𝑝(𝑖) value; hence, popular items are not penalized harshly.

After determining weights for each item, the VaR computes a predicted rating �̂�𝑢,𝑖 for user 𝑢 on item 𝑖 using any traditional
collaborative filtering algorithm such as SVD++ (Koren, 2008), item-based or user-based kNN (Herlocker et al., 1999). Finally, it
estimates a value-aware ranking score 𝛶𝑢,𝑖 for user–item pair (𝑢, 𝑖) by combining the predicted rating and the calculated weight of
he corresponding item, as formulated in Eq. (2). These ranking scores are then used to recommend a ranked list of items for each
ser after sorting.

𝛶𝑢,𝑖 = 𝛼𝑤𝑖 + (1 − 𝛼)�̂�𝑢,𝑖 (2)

where 𝛼 is an adjusting parameter that controls the significance level of each of the components in Eq. (2). Specifically, smaller 𝛼
value means more weight for predicted ratings for items by less considering their popularity; higher 𝛼 value, on the other hand,
leads to penalizing popular items more and shifting the balance towards the long-tail ones.

Although such a combination of the predicted ratings and the calculated item weights seems like a reasonable approach, utilizing
their weighted average to achieve ranking scores raises a fundamental problem: the item weights calculated by Eq. (1) vary from 0
to 1, while the predicted ratings usually vary in a broader range, depending on the utilized rating scale. Such inconsistency between
weights and estimated ratings results in an incompatibility issue, especially in large-scale rating systems, which leads to a dramatic
decrease in the impacts of the item weights on the ultimate ranking scores. To handle this problem, we introduce an adapted version
of the VaR approach, termed the Adapted Value-aware Ranking (AdaptedVaR), which is also applicable for group recommendation
scenarios.

The AdaptedVaR first calculates item weights to be used in estimating ranking scores, as in the Var, but differ in that it estimates
these weights for each user group separately. In other words, this adapted version considers only ratings given by the members of
the group when determining item weights for the corresponding group. Concretely, if 𝑔 indicates a particular group of users, then
the weight value 𝑤𝑔,𝑖 of the item 𝑖 for the group 𝑔 is calculated as given in Eq. (3)

𝑤𝑔,𝑖 =
1

𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑝𝑔(𝑖))
(3)

where 𝑝𝑔(𝑖) denotes the number of times that 𝑖 has been rated by members of 𝑔.
Since ranked recommendation lists for user groups are generally produced by sorting group ratings estimated using a proper

aggregation approach, such group ratings stand for the predicted ratings utilized in the VaR method. Therefore, after calculating
item weights for 𝑔, the AdaptedVaR determines a group rating 𝑅𝑔,𝑖 for 𝑔 on 𝑖 using one of the traditional aggregation techniques
explained in Section 2. Different from VaR approach, AdaptedVaR performs a normalization process to make the values of 𝑅𝑔,𝑖 and

𝑔,𝑖 compatible before computing ultimate ranking scores. For this purpose, it first transforms the calculated group ratings into [0,
] interval using min–max normalization, and then combine them into having ranking scores, as in Eq. (4).

𝛶𝑔,𝑖 = 𝛼𝑤𝑔,𝑖 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑅𝑔,𝑖 (4)

here 𝛶𝑔,𝑖 is the value-aware ranking score for group 𝑔 on item 𝑖, and 𝑅𝑔,𝑖 is the normalized group rating of group 𝑔 on item 𝑖.

4.2. The Enhanced Re-ranking Procedures for group recommendations

The previous section presented a straightforward popularity-debiasing method for personalized recommendations and an adapted
version suitable for group recommendation scenarios. The adapted version calculates a weight for each item based on their popularity
in the group; and then combines them with normalized group ratings to achieve ranking scores that will be used for recommending
top-𝑁 items to groups. This combination is performed by using a weighted average strategy, where the weight parameter, i.e., 𝛼,
is randomly selected from the set of {0, 0.1,… , 0.9, 1}, as given in Eq. (4). However, utilizing such a random adjusting mechanism
makes it challenging to define the optimal 𝛼 value for providing high-quality group recommendations where the trade-off between
ranking accuracy and long-tail item coverage is balanced. Furthermore, when an item is rated by only one group member, the 𝑤 value
computed by the formula given in Eq. (3) yields an undefined value, which leads to a difficulty in re-ranking items. To overcome such
limitations, we propose a novel popularity-debiasing procedure for group recommendations, termed Enhanced Re-ranking Procedure
(ERP), that integrates group ratings and item weights utilizing two different robust ways.

As in the AdaptedVaR approach, the ERP also initially follows an item weighting mechanism to determine items’ popularity level
among group members; however, the utilized weighting method in the ERP focuses on more penalizing the favored items compared
to that in the AdaptedVaR. For this purpose, the ERP first assigns a weight for each item by counting the number of times that the
corresponding item is rated by group members; it then normalizes the weights so that each of them lies in [0, 1] by performing
min–max normalization. Finally, it calculates final item weights using the formula given in Eq. (5).

𝑝 (𝑖) (5)
6

𝑤𝑔,𝑖 = 1 − 𝑔
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Table 6
The steps of the AdaptedVaR, 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 , and 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 methods, in calculating ultimate ranking scores.

Method Step 𝑖1 𝑖2 𝑖3 𝑖4 𝑖5 Explanation

AdaptedVaR

𝑤 1 0.63 NaN 1 0.5 using Eq. (3)
𝑅 3 6 8 4 5.25 using Avg technique
𝑅 0 0.60 1 0.20 0.45 by min–max normalization
𝛶 0.50 0.62 N/A 0.60 0.48 using Eq. (4)

𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙

𝑤 0.33 0.67 0 0.33 1 using Eq. (5)
𝑅 3 6 8 4 5.25 using Avg technique
𝑅 0 0.60 1 0.20 0.45 by min–max normalization
𝛶 0 0.40 0 0.06 0.45 using Eq. (6)

𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔

𝑤 0.33 0.67 0 0.33 1 using Eq. (5)
𝑅 3 6 8 4 5.25 using Avg technique
𝑅 0 0.60 1 0.20 0.45 by min–max normalization
𝛶 0 1 1 0.26 0.90 using Eq. (7)

where 𝑝𝑔(𝑖) is the normalized value of number of users who rated item 𝑖 in group 𝑔.
Having the final item weights are computed, the ERP determines group ratings for items using one of the appropriate traditional

ggregation techniques explained in Section 2. Also, depending on the utilized aggregation technique, the estimated group ratings
ary in a highly wider range than that of item weights, which requires a normalization process before combining to obtain compatible
alues. For this purpose, we again perform min–max normalization to transform calculated group ratings into [0, 1] scale. At the
inal step, the ERP combines group ratings and item weights to achieve ultimate ranking scores that will later be used to recommend
anked lists of items to groups, utilizing two different approaches: Multiplicative and Augmentative. Both approaches are inspired by
reviously introduced practical methods to properly combine two related variables in the domain of RSs (Vozalis & Margaritis, 2004,
006; Yalcin & Bilge, 2021). Also, both ERP variants are the post-processing approaches; therefore, they can be easily applied to any
ggregation technique producing group ratings for items. The following describes how the ranking scores are computed using these
ethods.

ultiplicative (Mul): This approach uses the item weights as a factoring coefficient on the calculated group ratings, which leads
o more penalizing favored items in the group and featuring long-tail ones during the recommendation process. Concretely,
ultiplicative approach multiplies the normalized group rating 𝑅𝑔,𝑖 estimated for item 𝑖 with the weight 𝑤𝑔,𝑖 calculated for 𝑖, to

achieve a ranking score 𝛶𝑔,𝑖 for 𝑖 in the group 𝑔, as in formulated Eq. (6). Note that we shall denote this approach as the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙
for the rest of the study.

𝛶𝑔,𝑖 = 𝑤𝑔,𝑖 × 𝑅𝑔,𝑖 (6)

Augmentative (Aug): This approach employs the group ratings as the driving force, while the item weights as an additive factor
on the ultimate ranking scores, and formulated in Eq. (7). In other words, the Augmentative approach values group ratings as the
ecisive factor, while it utilizes item weights as an auxiliary influencer. Note that this approach is called the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 for the rest of
he study.

𝛶𝑔,𝑖 = 𝑅𝑔,𝑖 + (𝑅𝑔,𝑖 ×𝑤𝑔,𝑖) (7)

4.3. Illustrative example

To clarify how the AdaptedVaR and our ERP variants (i.e., 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 and 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔) determine the ultimate ranking scores (𝛶 ) for
items, we provide an illustrative example including each step of these methods in Table 6 based on the ratings given in Table 1. In
this toy example, we utilize the Avg as the aggregation technique to achieve the group ratings (𝑅). Note also that the value of 𝛼 is
selected as 0.5 when performing the AdaptedVaR method.

Although the AdaptedVaR, 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 and 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 seem to be methods following similar strategies in computing ranking scores for
items, they produce recommendation lists where the sorting of the items highly differs, as can be seen from Table 6. For example,
AdaptedVaR values the 𝑖2 as the most recommendable item, while the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 recommends 𝑖5 at the top of the its produced ranked
ist. On the other hand, the best-ranking score for the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 method is observed for both 𝑖2 and 𝑖3. Also, the AdaptedVaR cannot
alculate a ranking score for 𝑖3, as can be followed by Table 6. The main reason for this observation is that when an item is rated
y only one group member, the weight calculated using the formula given in Eq. (3) yields an undefined value. Such a shortcoming
f the AdaptedVaR can also be considered another evidence of our 𝐸𝑅𝑃 variants’ robustness against the AdaptedVaR method.

. Experimental studies

In this section, we present various experiments on real-world datasets to examine the effectiveness of the proposed popularity-
ebiasing methods for group recommendations in terms of ranking accuracy and popularity bias, and then discuss the insights gained
rom the empirical findings.
7
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Table 7
Detailed information of the MLP, MLM, and Ciao20 datasets.
Dataset #Users #Items #Ratings Sparsity (%) Rating Scale

MovieLens100K (MLP) 943 1,682 100,000 93.70 5-star, {1,5}
MovieLens1M (MLM) 6,040 3,952 1,000,209 95.75 5-star, {1,5}
Ciao20 3,278 1,351 52,717 98.81 5-star, {1,5}

Table 8
Properties of the CAMRa2011 dataset.
#Users 602
#Items 7,710
#Groups 290
#Avg. group size 2.08
#User-item ratings 116,344
#Group-item ratings 145,068
Rating scale 21-star, {0,100}

5.1. Datasets and evaluation metrics

In the experiments, we employ two different versions of the famous MovieLens dataset, i.e., MovieLens100K (MLP) and
ovieLens1M (MLM), collected and released by the GroupLens research team at the University of Minnesota.5 MLP and MLM datasets

consist of user preferences on movies represented by discrete ratings on a 5-star rating scale. Also, we utilize the Ciao dataset that is
crawled from a real-world social media platform6 and includes user ratings provided for products. Because the original Ciao dataset
is too large and extremely sparse, we make use of a subset of the collection where each item and user have at least 20 ratings, also
referred to as Ciao20. Table 7 presents detailed information about the MLP, MLM, and Ciao20 datasets.

Since the MLP, MLM, and Ciao20 consist of only the user preferences individually provided, they do not include any information
about the user groups. Therefore, for these datasets, we utilize groups of similar users that are artificially generated, as explained in
the following section. However, to scrutinize our proposed methods’ performance comprehensively, we also employ an additional
dataset, namely CAMRa2011, which is released from the competition of context-aware movie recommendation.7 This dataset consists
of movie rating records for both individual users and pre-defined user groups, which enables us to scrutinize outcomes in real-world
group formation scenarios. Properties of the CAMRa2011 dataset are presented in Table 8.

To investigate the proposed approaches’ accuracy performance on top-𝑁 group recommendations, we utilize the normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (𝑛DCG) metric, commonly used in studies on group recommendations (Seo et al., 2018). More
specifically, the 𝑛DCG metric measures the quality degree of a ranked recommendation list, considering both the items’ positions
in the recommended list and their actual ratings. Suppose that 𝑢 is a member of group 𝑔, and 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 indicates the actual rating of 𝑢
for item 𝑖. Also assume that {𝑖1, 𝑖2,… , 𝑖𝑁} denotes the ranked list of 𝑁-items recommended to the 𝑔. Then, Discounted Cumulative
Gain (DCG) and 𝑛DCG for each user in the 𝑔 are computed using the formulas given in Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively.

DCG𝑢
𝑁 = 𝑟𝑢,𝑖1 +

𝑁
∑

𝑛=2

𝑟𝑢,𝑖𝑛
𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑛)

(8)

𝑛DCG𝑢
𝑁 =

DCG𝑢
𝑁

IDCG𝑢
𝑁

(9)

where IDCG𝑢
𝑁 demonstrates the maximum possible gain, which can be calculated by re-ordering the recommended 𝑁 items to be

in the ideal order for 𝑢.
In calculating the 𝑛DCG metric, it is required to know the group members’ actual ratings for each item in the recommended

list. However, it is almost impossible to have all users’ actual votes since the datasets used in recommender systems are generally
sparse, making it challenging to compute 𝑛DCG scores. To cope with this problem, we predict users’ actual ratings by utilizing
SVD++ (Koren, 2008), which is a modern collaborative filtering algorithm, as in Sacharidis (2019), Yalcin et al. (2021). In this
way, we obtain ground truths for each group member, which will be utilized in computing 𝑛DCG scores of produced top-𝑁 group
recommendations.

In the evaluation process, we also employ the Group Average Popularity (GAP) metric, which is recently developed to estimate
the popularity bias of recommended items for different user groups instead of individuals (Abdollahpouri et al., 2019b; Kowald et al.,
2020). More specifically, the GAP metric relies on two specific measurements denoted as the GAPp(g) and the GAPr(g). The former

easures the average popularity of items in the profiles (𝑝) of users in the group 𝑔, as formulated in Eq. (10). On the other hand,

5 http://www.grouplens.org/.
6 https://www.ciao.co.uk/.
7 https://2011.camrachallenge.com/2011/.
8
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the latter measures the average popularity of the items recommended to 𝑔 using a suitable aggregation technique, as formulated in
Eq. (11).

𝐺𝐴𝑃𝑝(𝑔) =

∑

𝑢∈𝑔

∑

𝑖∈𝑝𝑢 𝛷(𝑖)
|𝑝𝑢|

|𝑔|
(10)

𝐺𝐴𝑃𝑟(𝑔) =

∑

𝑢∈𝑔

∑

𝑖∈𝑟𝑢 𝛷(𝑖)
|𝑟𝑢|

|𝑔|
(11)

where 𝑝𝑢 indicates the list of items in the profile of user 𝑢, and 𝑟𝑢 denotes the list of recommended items to group 𝑔 of which user 𝑢
belongs to. Also, 𝛷(𝑖) is the popularity of item 𝑖, computed by dividing the number of times it is rated in the group by the number
of users in 𝑔.

Finally, this metric calculates the change in GAP values, i.e., 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 , showing the quantity of undesirable popularity in the
top-𝑁 group recommendations imposed by the utilized aggregation technique to 𝑔, as given in Eq. (12). Note that higher 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃
values demonstrate amplification of popularity bias by utilized aggregation technique; smaller 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 values, on the other hand, are
obtained when the recommendations are less concentrated on popular items than the profile of the users.

𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 =
𝐺𝐴𝑃𝑟(𝑔) − 𝐺𝐴𝑃𝑝(𝑔)

𝐺𝐴𝑃𝑝(𝑔)
(12)

5.2. Experimentation methodology

Although a few GRSs employ established groups, sets of users with similar interests are not usually predefined; therefore, the
initial procedure of most of the existing studies on group recommendations is to divide users into groups automatically, which is
referred to as automatic identification of groups (Boratto et al., 2010). The most prominent approach for performing this task is
Predict&Cluster (Boratto & Carta, 2014; Boratto et al., 2016), identifying groups of similar users by applying 𝑘-means clustering
algorithm not on the original user–item matrix containing only user ratings, but on the full matrix where missing ratings are
predicted using an appropriate collaborative filtering algorithm. Therefore, to identify user groups in this study, we follow the
Predict&Cluster strategy, where missing ratings are predicted using SVD++, which is one of the most efficient collaborative filtering
algorithms (Koren, 2008). Note that such artificially generated user groups are utilized for only the MLP, MLM, and Ciao20 datasets,
as the information about the groups is available on the CAMRa2011 dataset.

In the experiments, we perform a five-fold cross-validation experimentation methodology to evaluate the proposed approaches.
To this end, we randomly partition the item set into five subsets; thus, each subset consists of 20% of the items. At each iteration,
one of the constructed subsets is utilized as the test set, and the combination of the remaining four subsets is used as the training set.
The training set is employed to identify user groups using the Predict&Cluster strategy explained above. On the other hand, the test
set is used to examine the performance of aggregation techniques and their modified versions with popularity-debiasing methods.

To investigate the influence of group size on the proposed popularity-debiasing methods, when applying the 𝑘-means algorithm
for constructing user groups, we consider the groups of three different sizes (𝑃 ), which are around 10 (i.e., small groups), 50
(i.e., medium groups), and 100 (i.e., large groups). In doing so, we estimate the number of groups (𝑘) for the 𝑘-means algorithm
with the ratio of the total number of users in the dataset to the 𝑃 value which stands for the average size of the groups.

After user groups are identified, we estimate group ratings for items by utilizing the aggregation techniques: Avg, Mul, AU, AwM,
V, LM, MP, and BC, ensuring that each aggregation strategy previously explained in Section 2 is represented in the experiments. We
lso employ the modified version of each aggregation technique with the proposed AdaptedVaR, 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙, and 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 popularity-
ebiasing methods, in computing the group ratings. Note that the threshold value for both AV and AwM techniques is selected as
for MLP, MLM, and Ciao20 datasets, as the positive ratings usually correspond to 4 and 5 for a 5-star rating scale (Bobadilla

t al., 2010). On the other hand, the user preferences in the CAMRa2011 dataset are on the scale of 21-star and vary from 0 to 100.
herefore, this dataset’s threshold value is intuitively selected as 60, which is equivalent to the rating of 3 when the user preferences
re normalized into [1–5] rating scale. Also, we consider three different 𝛼 values, i.e., 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, while performing the
daptedVaR method to see its effects on the ranking accuracy and popularity-bias.

After group ratings are computed, we sort them in descending order; and then select top-𝑁 items as a list of group recommenda-
ions, where 𝑁 is set as 5. At the final step, to evaluate the quality of produced group recommendations in terms of ranking accuracy
nd popularity-bias, we calculate 𝑛DCG and 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 scores for each group and average them. Note that we separately compute 𝑛DCG
cores for each group member and take their average to achieve the ultimate 𝑛DCG score of the group. Finally, we take the average
f 𝑛DCG scores observed for all groups to achieve ultimate accuracy performances.

.3. Experimental results

To scrutinize the performance of the proposed popularity-debiasing procedures on producing group recommendations, we
onducted an extensive set of experiments with various parameters, including the utilized aggregation technique and the group
ize (𝑃 ). In these experiments, we compared the eight aggregation techniques with their modified versions by the proposed bias
reatment methods (i.e., AdaptedVaR, 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙, and 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔) in terms of their 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 and 𝑛DCG performances for the MLP, MLM,
9

iao20, and CAMRa2011 datasets, as presented in Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12, respectively. In the presented results, we consider the
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Table 9
𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 and nDCG results for the MLP dataset.

𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 ⇓ 𝑛DCG ⇑ (𝜎 ⇓)

Group size (𝑃 ) Small(𝑃 = 10) Medium(𝑃 = 50) Large(𝑃 = 100) Small(𝑃 = 10) Medium(𝑃 = 50) Large(𝑃 = 100)

Technique Method

Avg

Pure-Avg −0.41 −0.65 −0.75 0.78 (.05) 0.73 (.04) 0.72 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) −0.27 −0.66 −0.80† 0.77 (.04) 0.73 (.05) 0.72 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.18 −0.66 −0.80† 0.76 (.04) 0.72 (.05) 0.71 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.17 −0.70† −0.83† 0.75∗ (.05) 0.72 (.06) 0.71 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.62†⋄ −0.82†⋄ −0.88†⋄ 0.69∗+ (.26) 0.70∗ (.10) 0.70 (.04)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.51†⋄ −0.79†⋄ −0.87†⋄ 0.76 (.05) 0.72 (.04) 0.71 (.04)

AV

Pure-AV 0.51 0.84 0.91 0.79 (.06) 0.81 (.03) 0.81 (.03)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.51 0.81† 0.90† 0.80 (.04) 0.81 (.03) 0.81 (.03)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.08† −0.03† −0.06† 0.78 (.04) 0.76∗ (.04) 0.76∗ (.03)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.17† −0.66† −0.80† 0.76∗ (.05) 0.70∗ (.06) 0.70∗ (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.16† 0.11† 0.18† 0.69∗+ (.27) 0.79 (.11) 0.82 (.03)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.43† 0.74† 0.78† 0.80 (.04) 0.82 (.03) 0.82 (.02)

AU

Pure-AU 0.63 0.93 0.97 0.80 (.04) 0.80 (.03) 0.80 (.02)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.62 0.92 0.97 0.80 (.04) 0.80 (.03) 0.80 (.02)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.13† 0.03† 0.04† 0.79 (.04) 0.77 (.04) 0.77 (.03)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.16† −0.65† −0.80† 0.78 (.05) 0.72∗ (.06) 0.71∗ (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.14† 0.13† 0.18† 0.71∗+ (.27) 0.80 (.11) 0.80 (.03)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.55† 0.83† 0.91† 0.81 (.04) 0.81 (.03) 0.81 (.02)

Mul

Pure-Mul 0.64 0.94 0.97 0.79 (.04) 0.80 (.03) 0.80 (.02)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.25† −0.09† −0.23† 0.79 (.04) 0.73∗ (.07) 0.71∗ (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.12† −0.20† −0.33† 0.79 (.04) 0.72∗ (.07) 0.70∗ (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.16† −0.65† −0.80† 0.78 (.05) 0.68∗ (.09) 0.65∗ (.07)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 0.13† 0.57† 0.68† 0.70∗+ (.27) 0.78 (.10) 0.80 (.03)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.43† 0.73† 0.77† 0.80 (.04) 0.80 (.03) 0.80 (.02)

LM

Pure-LM −0.52 −0.74 −0.84 0.74 (.05) 0.71 (.05) 0.71 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) −0.25 −0.68 −0.82 0.73 (.05) 0.70 (.05) 0.69 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.19 −0.66 −0.80 0.73 (.05) 0.70 (.06) 0.68∗ (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.17 −0.65 −0.80 0.73 (.05) 0.70 (.06) 0.68∗ (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.62†⋄ −0.84†⋄ −0.90†⋄ 0.61∗+ (.24) 0.68∗ (.10) 0.69 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.52⋄ −0.82†⋄ −0.90†⋄ 0.74 (.05) 0.71 (.05) 0.70 (.04)

MP

Pure-MP −0.09 −0.20 −0.33 0.74 (.04) 0.71 (.04) 0.70 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) −0.21† −0.67† −0.81† 0.74 (.05) 0.71 (.05) 0.70 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.17† −0.66† −0.80† 0.74 (.05) 0.70 (.06) 0.70 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.17† −0.65† −0.80† 0.73 (.05) 0.70 (.06) 0.70 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.61†⋄ −0.82†⋄ −0.88†⋄ 0.66∗+ (.26) 0.69 (.10) 0.70 (.04)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.50†⋄ −0.79†⋄ −0.88†⋄ 0.75 (.04) 0.72 (.04) 0.71 (.03)

AwM

Pure-AwM −0.53 −0.78 −0.83 0.72 (.07) 0.71 (.06) 0.73 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) −0.29 −0.70 −0.80 0.72 (.06) 0.73 (.05) 0.73 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.24 −0.67 −0.78 0.72 (.06) 0.73 (.05) 0.73 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.24 −0.67 −0.78 0.70 (.06) 0.73 (.05) 0.73 (.04)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.62†⋄ −0.81†⋄ −0.87†⋄ 0.64∗+ (.28) 0.69 (.08) 0.71 (.09)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.50†⋄ −0.79†⋄ −0.84†⋄ 0.72 (.05) 0.70 (.04) 0.73 (.03)

BC

Pure-BC 0.45 0.76 0.81 0.81 (.05) 0.82 (.04) 0.82 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.40† 0.72† 0.81 0.81 (.05) 0.82 (.05) 0.82 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.02† −0.13† −0.15† 0.78 (.06) 0.75∗ (.05) 0.76∗ (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.16† −0.65† −0.80† 0.76∗ (.06) 0.69∗ (.06) 0.69∗ (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.30†⋄ −0.05† 0.04† 0.69∗+ (.27) 0.77∗ (.11) 0.80 (.04)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.22†⋄ −0.12† −0.08† 0.81 (.04) 0.82 (.03) 0.82 (.03)

⇓ and ⇑; desired trend for the indicator.
For significance at 95%; popularity-bias improvement w.r.t. pure technique.
For significance at 95%; popularity-bias improvement w.r.t. AdaptedVaR variant having the smallest 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 .

∗ For significance at 95%; ranking accuracy deterioration w.r.t. pure technique.
+ For significance at 95%; ranking accuracy deterioration w.r.t. AdaptedVaR variant having the highest 𝑛DCG.

average of the 𝑛DCG scores observed for each group; however, we also present the standard deviation of them (𝜎) in parentheses
to analyze the ranking accuracy performances more comprehensively.

To analyze the proposed approaches’ trade-off performance between ranking accuracy and popularity bias, we also conducted
one-tailed 𝑡-tests for examining whether both the improvements in 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 values are statistically significant and the deteriorations
in 𝑛DCG scores are not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. In doing so, we consider two different comparisons as
explained in the following: (𝑖) both the AdaptedVaR and our 𝐸𝑅𝑃 variants against the pure aggregation technique and (𝑖𝑖) our 𝐸𝑅𝑃
variants against the best-performing AdaptedVaR method in terms of both 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 and 𝑛DCG, as given in the footnotes of the tables.
10
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Table 10
𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 and nDCG results for the MLM dataset.

𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 ⇓ 𝑛DCG ⇑ (𝜎 ⇓)

Group size (𝑃 ) Small(𝑃 = 10) Medium(𝑃 = 50) Large(𝑃 = 100) Small(𝑃 = 10) Medium(𝑃 = 50) Large(𝑃 = 100)

Technique Method

Avg

Pure-Avg −0.33 −0.61 −0.75 0.80 (.05) 0.84 (.05) 0.85 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) −0.34 −0.60 −0.74 0.81 (.05) 0.81 (.05) 0.84 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.36† −0.64† −0.80† 0.82 (.05) 0.83 (.05) 0.84 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.40† −0.68† −0.83† 0.81 (.05) 0.82 (.05) 0.83 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.58†⋄ −0.79†⋄ −0.87†⋄ 0.75∗+ (.25) 0.81 (.10) 0.83 (.07)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.48†⋄ −0.78†⋄ −0.86†⋄ 0.80 (.05) 0.81 (.04) 0.83 (.04)

AV

Pure-AV 0.73 1.18 1.30 0.89 (.07) 0.91 (.04) 0.92 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.72 1.16 1.28 0.89 (.07) 0.91 (.04) 0.92 (.0t)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.21† 0.21† 0.23† 0.86 (.05) 0.86∗ (.04) 0.78∗ (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.09† −0.59† −0.75† 0.84∗ (.06) 0.80∗ (.05) 0.79∗ (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.18†⋄ −0.08† −0.01† 0.78∗+ (.26) 0.88 (.11) 0.89 (.07)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.12† 0.34† 0.41† 0.90 (.06) 0.92 (.04) 0.92 (.04)

AU

Pure-AU 0.83 1.25 1.36 0.89 (.05) 0.89 (.04) 0.89 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.81 1.24 1.35 0.90 (.05) 0.91 (.04) 0.91 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.24† 0.26† 0.27† 0.89 (.05) 0.88 (.04) 0.88 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.09† −0.58† −0.74† 0.87 (.05) 0.83∗ (.05) 0.81∗ (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.03†⋄ 0.29† 0.34† 0.80∗+ (.27) 0.89 (.10) 0.88 (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.73† 1.16† 1.28† 0.91 (.04) 0.92 (.04) 0.90 (.03)

Mul

Pure-Mul 0.83 1.26 1.36 0.87 (.05) 0.86 (.04) 0.84 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.43† 0.06† −0.10† 0.89 (.06) 0.83 (.07) 0.79∗ (.08)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.25† −0.08† −0.20† 0.88 (.06) 0.82∗ (.07) 0.78∗ (.08)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.09† −0.58† −0.74† 0.81∗ (.07) 0.77∗ (.10) 0.72∗ (.11)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 0.43† 1.00† 1.15† 0.87 (.27) 0.89 (.10) 0.90 (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.53† 0.85† 0.93† 0.90 (.05) 0.91 (.04) 0.91 (.04)

LM

Pure-LM −0.39 −0.71 −0.84 0.80 (.06) 0.79 (.05) 0.78 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) −0.24 −0.70 −0.85 0.79 (.06) 0.77 (.05) 0.77 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.21 −0.69 −0.85 0.79 (.06) 0.77 (.06) 0.77 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.19 −0.69 −0.85 0.78 (.06) 0.76 (.06) 0.75 (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.68†⋄ −0.90†⋄ −0.98†⋄ 0.69∗+ (.24) 0.73∗ (.09) 0.73∗ (.07)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.58†⋄ −0.88†⋄ −0.97†⋄ 0.77 (.05) 0.74 (.05) 0.73∗ (.05)

MP

Pure-MP −0.06 −0.16 −0.21 0.84 (.05) 0.80 (.05) 0.78 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) −0.12† −0.60† −0.75† 0.85 (.05) 0.80 (.05) 0.78 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.09† −0.59† −0.75† 0.84 (.05) 0.80 (.05) 0.78 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.09† −0.59† −0.75† 0.84 (.05) 0.80 (.05) 0.78 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.58†⋄ −0.80†⋄ −0.87†⋄ 0.75∗+ (.25) 0.78 (.08) 0.78 (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.48†⋄ −0.78†⋄ −0.87†⋄ 0.83 (.05) 0.80 (.04) 0.78 (.04)

AwM

Pure-AwM −0.60 −0.74 −0.85 0.85 (.06) 0.81 (.05) 0.80 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) −0.35 −0.63 −0.78 0.85 (.06) 0.81 (.05) 0.80 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.32 −0.61 −0.77 0.85 (.06) 0.81 (.05) 0.80 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.32 −0.61 −0.77 0.84 (.05) 0.80 (.05) 0.80 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.68†⋄ -1.00†⋄ −0.91†⋄ 0.75∗+ (.25) 0.79 (.08) 0.78 (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.49⋄ −0.99†⋄ −0.90†⋄ 0.84 (.05) 0.80 (.05) 0.79 (.05)

BC

Pure-BC 0.64 1.11 1.26 0.91 (.05) 0.92 (.05) 0.91 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.55† 1.06† 1.23 0.90 (.05) 0.91 (.05) 0.91 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.01† −0.11† −0.01† 0.86∗ (.05) 0.83∗ (.05) 0.84∗ (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.09† −0.19† −0.25† 0.85∗ (.06) 0.79∗ (.06) 0.76∗ (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.26†⋄ −0.32†⋄ −0.36†⋄ 0.77∗+ (.26) 0.85∗+ (.10) 0.86∗+ (.07)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.13†⋄ −0.16† −0.20† 0.89 (.05) 0.91 (.04) 0.91 (.04)

⇓ and ⇑; desired trend for the indicator.
For significance at 95%; popularity-bias improvement w.r.t. pure technique.
For significance at 95%; popularity-bias improvement w.r.t. AdaptedVaR variant having the smallest 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 .

∗ For significance at 95%; ranking accuracy deterioration w.r.t. pure technique.
+ For significance at 95%; ranking accuracy deterioration w.r.t. AdaptedVaR variant having the highest 𝑛DCG.

Note that the greater the improvements in 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 values and the lower the deteriorations in 𝑛DCG scores, the more qualified the
recommendation lists.

As can be seen in Tables 9, 10, and 11, the 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 values obtained from experiments performed for MLP, MLM, and Ciao20
datasets demonstrate that utilizing one of the AV, AU, or Mul techniques as the aggregation method usually leads to higher 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃
values, i.e., higher popularity bias, in group recommendations in comparison with remaining strategies for all group sizes. The main
reason for this outcome is that these techniques tend to feature the most favored items among group members while performing
aggregation.
11
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Table 11
𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 and nDCG results for the Ciao20 dataset.

𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 ⇓ 𝑛DCG ⇑ (𝜎 ⇓)

Group size (𝑃 ) Small(𝑃 = 10) Medium(𝑃 = 50) Large(𝑃 = 100) Small(𝑃 = 10) Medium(𝑃 = 50) Large(𝑃 = 100)

Technique Method

Avg

Pure-Avg 0.25 −0.05 −0.21 0.77 (.11) 0.79 (.06) 0.80 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.21† −0.07† −0.33† 0.77 (.11) 0.79 (.06) 0.80 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.12† −0.11† −0.31† 0.76 (.11) 0.79 (.06) 0.80 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.03† −0.15† −0.30† 0.75 (.11) 0.78 (.07) 0.79 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.39†⋄ −0.54†⋄ −0.64†⋄ 0.52∗+ (.40) 0.72∗+ (.22) 0.79 (.12)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.09†⋄ −0.46†⋄ −0.62†⋄ 0.77 (.11) 0.79 (.06) 0.80 (.03)

AV

Pure-AV 0.34 1.06 1.42 0.75 (.14) 0.77 (.08) 0.78 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.41 1.02† 1.38† 0.75 (.14) 0.77 (.08) 0.78 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.36 0.36† 0.37† 0.74 (.11) 0.77 (.07) 0.78 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.30 −0.04† −0.28† 0.73 (.11) 0.76 (.06) 0.77 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.27†⋄ 0.25† 0.48† 0.51∗+ (.40) 0.72∗+ (.24) 0.67∗+ (.12)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑎𝑈𝐺 0.12† 0.26† 0.32† 0.75 (.11) 0.77 (.06) 0.78 (.05)

AU

Pure-AU 0.45 1.20 1.58 0.75 (.11) 0.76 (.06) 0.76 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.45 1.14 1.52 0.75 (.11) 0.76 (.06) 0.76 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.40† 0.42† 0.43† 0.75 (.11) 0.74 (.06) 0.75 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.32† 0.03† −0.07† 0.74 (.12) 0.73∗ (.07) 0.72∗ (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.25†⋄ −0.13†⋄ −0.15†⋄ 0.62∗+ (.41) 0.72∗ (.24) 0.77 (.12)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.35† 0.95† 1.02† 0.76 (.11) 0.77 (.05) 0.77 (.04)

Mul

Pure-Mul 0.45 1.19 1.56 0.75 (.11) 0.76 (.06) 0.76 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.42 0.53† 0.45† 0.75 (.11) 0.76 (.06) 0.76 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.38† 0.34† 0.36† 0.75 (.11) 0.75 (.06) 0.76 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.33† 0.12† 0.04† 0.74 (.12) 0.75 (.07) 0.74 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.16†⋄ −0.03†⋄ −0.27†⋄ 0.62∗+ (.36) 0.70∗+ (.23) 0.75 (.12)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.39† 0.98† 0.85† 0.75 (.11) 0.76 (.05) 0.76 (.04)

LM

Pure-LM −0.07 −0.27 −0.37 0.70 (.17) 0.74 (.09) 0.76 (.05)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.04 −0.17 −0.37 0.70 (.17) 0.74 (.10) 0.76 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.10 −0.12 −0.34 0.69 (.17) 0.74 (.10) 0.76 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.15 −0.09 −0.32 0.68 (.17) 0.73 (.11) 0.75 (.07)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.40†⋄ −0.54†⋄ −0.64†⋄ 0.58∗+ (.37) 0.67∗+ (.23) 0.71∗+ (.12)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.16†⋄ −0.47†⋄ −0.62†⋄ 0.68 (.12) 0.74 (.06) 0.75 (.04)

MP

Pure-MP 0.26 −0.17 −0.30 0.76 (.11) 0.78 (.06) 0.79 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.25 −0.08† −0.32† 0.76 (.11) 0.78 (.06) 0.78 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.22† −0.06† −0.31† 0.75 (.11) 0.77 (.06) 0.78 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.17† −0.05† −0.30† 0.74 (.11) 0.77 (.07) 0.78 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.39†⋄ −0.54†⋄ −0.64†⋄ 0.62∗+ (.41) 0.72∗+ (.24) 0.77 (.12)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.09†⋄ −0.46†⋄ −0.62†⋄ 0.77 (.10) 0.79 (.05) 0.80 (.03)

AwM

Pure-AwM −0.14 −0.35 −0.48 0.75 (.14) 0.79 (.06) 0.80 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) −0.18† −0.12 −0.33 0.75 (.14) 0.79 (.06) 0.80 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) −0.21† −0.10 −0.33 0.75 (.15) 0.79 (.07) 0.79 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) −0.23† −0.10 −0.32 0.74 (.15) 0.77 (.07) 0.77 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.47†⋄ −0.53†⋄ −0.64†⋄ 0.63∗+ (.41) 0.73∗+ (.23) 0.77 (.12)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.41†⋄ −0.46†⋄ −0.62†⋄ 0.75 (.13) 0.79 (.05) 0.79 (.04)

BC

Pure-BC 0.31 0.92 1.31 0.79 (.11) 0.80 (.06) 0.79 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.32 0.75† 1.11† 0.76 (.11) 0.77 (.06) 0.78 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.32 0.23† 0.13† 0.75 (.11) 0.78 (.06) 0.79 (.04)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.28† −0.04† −0.09† 0.74 (.12) 0.77 (.06) 0.79 (.05)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.33†⋄ −0.17†⋄ −0.12†⋄ 0.62∗+ (.41) 0.73∗+ (.24) 0.77 (.13)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.19†⋄ −0.01† −0.05† 0.76 (.11) 0.77 (.05) 0.79 (.04)

⇓ and ⇑; desired trend for the indicator.
For significance at 95%; popularity-bias improvement w.r.t. pure technique.
For significance at 95%; popularity-bias improvement w.r.t. AdaptedVaR variant having the smallest 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 .

∗ For significance at 95%; ranking accuracy deterioration w.r.t. pure technique.
+ For significance at 95%; ranking accuracy deterioration w.r.t. AdaptedVaR variant having the highest 𝑛DCG

The lowest 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 values, on the other hand, are observed with the techniques aimed at reducing misery, i.e., AwM and LM, for
each different setting. This is because they consider only a subset of the provided ratings for an item rather than its all votes during
the aggregation process; thus, the items having a relatively smaller number of ratings are considered recommendable even if they
are unpopular in the group, enabling diminishing the popularity bias in the produced group recommendations. Such findings also
holds true for the CAMRa2011 dataset, as can be followed by Table 12.

Based on the 𝑛DCG results presented in Tables 9, 10, 11, and 12, it can be concluded that the BC outperforms all other aggregation
techniques in ranking accuracy. Also, all aggregation techniques and their modified versions usually achieve higher 𝑛DCG results on
12
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Table 12
𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 and nDCG results for the CAMRa2011 dataset.

𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 ⇓ 𝑛DCG ⇑ (𝜎 ⇓) 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 ⇓ 𝑛DCG ⇑ (𝜎 ⇓)

Technique Method Technique Method

Avg

Pure-Avg 0.48 0.81 (.06)

LM

Pure-LM −0.22 0.80 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.47 0.81 (.06) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.14 0.80 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.27† 0.79 (.06) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.46 0.80 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.18† 0.76∗ (.06) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.48 0.75∗ (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.26†⋄ 0.75∗+ (.06) 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.28†⋄ 0.76∗ (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.08†⋄ 0.81 (.06) 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.26†⋄ 0.79 (.06)

AV

Pure-AV 0.51 0.71 (.05)

MP

Pure-MP 0.03 0.76 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.51 0.71 (.05) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.44 0.76 (.07)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.47† 0.71 (.05) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.48 0.76 (.07)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.47† 0.71 (.05) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.48 0.75 (.07)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.25†⋄ 0.64∗+ (.06) 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.26†⋄ 0.75 (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.46† 0.71 (.05) 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.26†⋄ 0.76 (.06)

AU

Pure-AU 0.52 0.81 (.06)

AwM

Pure-AwM −0.19 0.79 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.52 0.79 (.06) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.31 0.79 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.48† 0.80 (.06) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.47 0.78 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.48† 0.77∗ (.06) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.47 0.76∗ (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.25†⋄ 0.77∗ (.06) 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.26†⋄ 0.77 (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.46† 0.80 (.05) 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 −0.26†⋄ 0.78 (.06)

Mul

Pure-Mul 0.52 0.81 (.06)

BC

Pure-BC 0.33 0.83 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.52 0.81 (.07) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.25) 0.31 0.82 (.07)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.52 0.79 (.06) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.50) 0.25† 0.82 (.06)
AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.48† 0.77∗ (.06) AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) 0.19† 0.81 (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.22†⋄ 0.76∗+ (.06) 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 −0.05†⋄ 0.75∗+ (.06)
𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.47† 0.81 (.06) 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 0.03†⋄ 0.82 (.05)

⇓ and ⇑; desired trend for the indicator.
For significance at 95%; popularity-bias improvement w.r.t. pure technique.
For significance at 95%; popularity-bias improvement w.r.t. AdaptedVaR variant having the smallest 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 .

∗ For significance at 95%; ranking accuracy deterioration w.r.t. pure technique.
+ For significance at 95%; ranking accuracy deterioration w.r.t. AdaptedVaR variant having the highest 𝑛DCG.

the MLM dataset compared to others for each different setting. This observation’s main reason is that the average number of ratings
that an item received in the MLM dataset (around 253 ratings) outnumbers those in the others, making the utilized aggregation
technique more efficient as more ratings are incorporated into the aggregation process. Besides, the empirical outcomes suggest
that group size has no significant effect on the aggregation techniques’ 𝑛DCG performances. On the other hand, the 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 values
obtained by the AV, AU, Mul, and BC usually decrease as the group size is getting smaller, while those achieved by other techniques
increase. Note that since user groups in the CAMRa2011 dataset are pre-defined, we cannot analyze the effect of group size on the
group recommendation performance for this dataset.

The outcomes of the experiments conducted for all datasets also demonstrate that modifying aggregation techniques by the
AdaptedVaR method usually decreases 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 values, which means it improves recommendation quality by reducing popularity bias
in produced group recommendations. This observation becomes more apparent in the 𝛼 = 0.75 setting than in lower configurations
since higher 𝛼 values in the AdaptedVaR method causes penalizing popular items more and picking up long-tail items in group
recommendations.

For all datasets, the popularity-bias improvements achieved by the AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75) usually seem to be statistically
significant at the %95 confidence level for all aggregation techniques, except for LM and AwM. This finding is more evident in
small user groups than the large ones. Moreover, this optimal setting of the AdaptedVaR causes a negligible loss with the 𝑛DCG
scores for all aggregation techniques, except for some settings of AU, AV, Mul, and BC. Thus, it can be concluded that incorporating
aggregation techniques along with the AdaptedVaR method is usually beneficial in producing group recommendations less-biased
against popularity.

As an overall evaluation of the experimental outcomes performed for four different datasets, it can be concluded that empowering
aggregation techniques with either of the proposed 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 and 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 procedures significantly decrease popularity-bias in
recommendations and enhance recommendation quality in almost all schemes. Also, both strategies usually outperform the best-
performing AdaptedVaR variant, i.e., AdaptedVaR (𝛼 = 0.75), in terms of 𝛥𝐺𝐴𝑃 values, which highlights the both proposed schemes
as a better alternative strategy.

In comparing two, empirical outcomes suggest that the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 usually outperforms the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 in counteracting popularity
ias in group recommendations. The main reason of a such finding is that the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 employs the weights reflecting the popularity
f items inversely as an additive factor in estimating ranking scores, while the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 utilizes them as a factoring coefficient,
hich leads to more penalizing favored items in produced recommendations. However, when the user groups are small, utilizing

he 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 leads to a dramatic deterioration in the 𝑛DCG scores of almost all aggregation techniques. On the other hand, the
13
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of the AU, AV, and MP techniques. Furthermore, the standard deviations (𝜎) in the 𝑛DCG values calculated for groups usually seem
to be similar, except for the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 approach, which are even dramatically higher than the other settings. This indicates that the
𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 leads to having recommendations that are not in similar quality for all group sizes. Therefore, the overall insight gained

hrough all experiments demonstrates that 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 is more robust than the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 considering the trade-off between conflicting
oals of obtaining higher ranking accuracy and lower popularity-bias.

In conclusion, the conducted experiments in both datasets suggest that utilizing the proposed 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 debiasing procedure
eads to substantial gains in group recommendation quality in terms of popularity-bias, without any considerable losses in ranking
ccuracy.

. Conclusions and future work

Investigating bias of the recommendation algorithms against popular items and treating its adverse effects play a vital role in
roducing high-quality ranking-based recommendations. Although some practical solutions have been introduced for personalized
ecommendations, the issues of popularity bias are not considered previously in group recommender systems, which are enhanced
echanisms aiming to produce appropriate referrals for groups of users rather than individuals.

The aggregation techniques are the vital components of such systems as group recommendations are commonly generated
ased on the group ratings estimated by these techniques. Therefore, in this study, we first profoundly analyze eight conventional
ggregation techniques (i.e., average, multiplicative, additive utilitarian, average without misery, approval voting, least misery, most
leasure, and borda count), in terms of popularity bias they induce in group recommendation scenarios. The experiments performed
n two benchmark datasets demonstrate that the techniques focusing on reducing misery, i.e., average without misery and least misery,
re the most successful in penalizing popular items and picking up the long-tail ones compared to other aggregation techniques. On
he other hand, the additive utilitarian, approval voting and multiplicative aggregation techniques lead to by far the highest popularity
ias in group recommendations due to their nature featuring the most favored items among group members in aggregating.

We adopt a classic popularity bias mitigation approach developed for personalized recommendations named Value-aware Ranking
VaR) and adapt it to group recommendation scenarios. More specifically, the adapted version of the (VaR) approach, namely the
daptedVaR, initially calculates a weight for each item inversely proportional to their popularity in the group. It then determines
anking scores for items by calculating the weighted average of the estimated weights and the produced group ratings using a
roper aggregation technique. Such ranking scores are latterly used to re-ranking items in providing top-𝑁 group recommendations.
mpirical outcomes suggest that incorporating aggregation techniques with the AdaptedVaR usually decreases popularity-bias in the

produced recommendations, with negligible losses in ranking accuracy.
We also propose the Enhanced Re-ranking Procedure (ERP) that helps to counteract popularity bias during the aggregation process

and improve group recommendation quality. This procedure reaches ultimate ranking scores for items by following two different
combining strategies, termed as Multiplicative (𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙) and Augmentative (𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔). Specifically, the former focuses on highly
enalizing popular items in estimating ultimate ranking scores by utilizing the calculated item weights as a factoring coefficient
n the estimated group ratings. On the other hand, the latter values group ratings as the decisive factor in ultimate ranking scores
nd employs the item weights in a different role, as the auxiliary influencer. The empirical outcomes indicate that both strategies are
ore efficient than the AdaptedVaR, and empowering aggregation techniques with either of the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙 and 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 significantly
ecreases biases towards popular items. The obtained results also demonstrate that the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 is more robust than the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑙
onsidering the trade-off between ranking accuracy and popularity bias.

Group recommendation approaches are beneficial tools to overcome some context or cost problems that may appear in individual
ecommendations. Therefore, the popular digital platforms, such as Netflix or Steam, can efficiently employ our proposed 𝐸𝑅𝑃
ethods, especially the 𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐴𝑢𝑔 , to achieve more qualified recommendation lists where the popularity-bias issue is treated. Thus,

hey can provide more visibility of the niche items in their produced recommendation lists and boost such items’ sales. However, the
ain shortcoming of the proposed ERP variants is that they cannot be directly applied to some particular aggregation techniques

imed at ranking priority, such as plurality voting. This is because such aggregation mechanisms focus on producing a ranked list of
tems rather than generating group ratings for items.

Although the effectiveness of our proposed popularity-debiasing methods is verified in terms of ranking accuracy, future research
ight include evaluating these methods with beyond-accuracy metrics such as fairness and coverage. Also, since each member’s

nterest level in a group towards popular items might differ, the ERP procedures can be improved by integrating such different
ropensities of members in the ranking score estimation process.
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